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The Plan

Treat impact case studies as narrative presentations of the discipline – that stand as ‘organising 
ideologies’ (Gabriel, 2000, 2016) that reveal and create ‘webs of meaning’ (Bevir and Rhodes, 2000) 
in the world ‘out there’ and in the profession

Can we classify impact case studies as narratives?

1. Narratives reveal politics and political economies – who wins and loses in the impact we present?

2. Narratives are political entities – what kinds of narratives are these?

3. Narratives as explanations that travel – how do we rate these narratives as learning, sense-making 
devices? How can we do it better?



Data and Methods

Data: publically available UoA 21 impact case studies (N=166)

Coded for items in 3 categories:

� Basic bio data (40)

� Narrative devices (16)

� Knowledge utilisation (23)

Aim: analysis of how we constructed impact in our implementation of REF2014 and how we adapt 
our professional world for the next one

Caveats: Claire’s positionality



1. Politics of Impact Narratives: Context

Contextual factors that condition ‘relevance’ and presentation of impact, in particular:

� Parameters laid down by REF2014

� Challenge of measurement – can we measure everything that matters?

� Discipline dynamics – what’s topical, where research money is concentrated, value of mono-
disciplinary work



Political Economy 1: The Impactors

Who?

� Single ‘lead’ academics dominate, 67% (N=112)

� Other academics in UK mentioned, 19% (N=32)

� International academic collaborators, 13% (N=21)

� Interdisciplinary work 6% (N=11)

What?

� Underpinning evidence - bodies of evidence (10 years +) 43% (N=72) versus 
medium term work (5-10 years) 40% (N=66)

� Knowledge mode – problem-focussed contextual knowledge 68% (N=113) versus 
basic knowledge 25% (N=41)

� Sub-fields – 4 dominate (Public Policy and Administration, Elections/Parliamentary 
Studies, Security Studies, Human Rights)

� Methods – mixture of qual and quant
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Methods Underpinning Impact
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1. Politics of Impact Narratives: Beneficiaries

Who?

■ Most cases had more than one beneficiary, 95% (N=157)

■ UK Govt (of all levels) 66% (N=109)

■ Non-UK Govts 64% (N=106)

■ NGOs (UK and international) 61% (N=101)

■ Parliaments / Assemblies (UK) 42% (N=70)

■ International Organizations 45% (N=74)

Internationalisation is strong, 58% of cases had international impact alongwith national, local or 
regional (N=96)

How?

Starting point in 60% (N=101) of cases was academic advertising work to beneficiaries (14% 
commissioned, 14% co-produced)
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Direct briefings to beneficiaries 80% (N=133)

Targeted report (not commissioned) 70% (N=116)

Interviews with key stakeholders 56% (N=93)

Commissioned reports 45% (N=75)

Written evidence to committees, organisations 44% (N=74)

Advisory position 44% (N=73)

Newspaper articles, media appearances 40% (N=66)

Training materials created 28% (N=46)

Websites, blogs, twitter, youtube 20% (N=33)

Academic conducts training 20% (N=33)

Public event (general public) 11% (N=18)

Cultural event (films, book festival, music, art) 10% (N=17)

Network created 8% (N=14)

Database available to beneficiaries 4% (N=7)

School briefings 2% (N=3)

1. Politics of Impact: Pathways



2. Impact Narratives as Political Entities

Political function – communicate relevance of the discipline to world ‘out there’

Proposition: we have created autopoietic narratives (Luhmann, 1986; Lejano and Park, 
2016) of a discipline where case studies are self-reinforcing systems and impact is linear, 
orderly, certain

‘The best case studies were … self-contained and made the links between research and 
claim impact explicit and provided persuasive evidence of the reach and significance of 
the impact claimed’ (HEFCE, 2015: 18, para 87)

Closed systems where outsider elements (e.g. citizens, context, uncertainty) struggle to be 
noticed ….



2. Impact Narratives as Political Entities: Autopoietic Features

� Impersonal and detached

- In 21% (N=35) cases we have academics who are boundary spanners – long-term involvement in 
outside groups that is integral to impact – yet, reliance is on corroborators to offer comments on the 
importance of these personal commitments and abilities

� Linear logic of research/impact connections, 60% (N=100), where beneficiaries and impact are intended 

� Robust, certain evidence – citations, awards, journal IFs etc 39% (N=64), but few counter-factuals (N=3) 
or qualifiers signalling uncertainty

� Knowledge is contextual, but change is not

- Impact is generated by the author and/or beneficiary, little said about mediation by wider forces 
(economy, politics, citizens)

� Outsiders – public is little consulted but often the subject of impact

- 11% cases (N=18) events with general public, yet 27% (N=45) cases address disadvantaged 
populations



3. Impact Narratives as Explanations?

Explanatory function – narratives offer theories about how we do and can change the world

Proposition: we have some way to go before impact case studies help academics engage in sense-
making and learning about doing impact

� Not experiential, conceal the professional craft of impact?

� Not memorable, detachment obscures value and use

� Learning from a narrow set of experiences

� Case studies should not be treated as codified texts that preclude further deliberation and 
discussion



Prescriptions: How do we want to Use Impact? 

1. Expanding and diversifying the political economy of our narratives:

� Public engagement and impact (recall public events, 11%)

� Students and impact (recall school events 2%

2. Risk-taking in our communication – room for more context and acknowledgement of uncertainty and 
complexity:

� Including qualifications of robustness (counter-factual N=3)

� Bringing more context to cases (acknowledge role of forces in the wider world)

� Lesson-drawing from other disciplines (how do our narratives compare?)

3. Enhancing explanation through dialogue with each other:

� Constructing counter-narratives that expand and elaborate cases – venues for storytelling, reverse 
engineering, challenge and re-imaging of cases

� Opening spaces for impact stories that do not get told – failures, hard to demonstrate instances, etc.



Conclusions

REF2014 UoA 21 case studies are remarkably similar (remarkable, given this was the first impact 
audit):

� Clear trends of impactors and beneficiaries

� Tendency toward narrow, autopoietic accounts

� Acknowledge that the profession needs more than these narrative types

Reflecting, reforming, revising …..

Carpe diem! Window of opportunity for disciplinary debate is open – Stern, mid-way through REF 
cycle


